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As the current wave of businesses evolution
is cloud–based, companies need a trusted partner
to design and implement a customized cloud 
strategy.

Chmurowisko specializes in cloud–native 
application development, multicloud 
solutions, and in–depth cloud training.



Cloud computing is at the heart
of every innovation



Our cloud services

Planning your cloud 
migration journey

Move your business to the cloud through 
tailored-made strategies that manage all 
organizational, security and legal issues.

1 Building a cloud–native 
application

Develop applications designed for the 
cloud. A cloud–native approach increases 
scalability, productivity and security.

2 Optimizing costs & cloud 
architectures

Audit your existing cloud environment and find 
a way to optimize cloud consumption costs 
while improving your current architecture’s 
quality.
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Customizing multicloud 
environments

Design a customized multicloud, hybrid 
cloud or multihybrid cloud environment 
that's tailored to your needs.

4 Increasing profits with AI   
& Machine Learning

Use the power of AI & Machine Learning to 
collect data and transform it into a valuable 
source of business intelligence.

5 Creating your own cloud  
team with a CVP Program

Empower your team to work independently in 
various cloud computing areas and with diverse 
technologies, thanks to a training program that 
include best practices and special labs.
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Why are we so special?

Dedicated senior cloud consulting specialists, architects and 
engineers with vast experience, certificates that attest to their 
skills and a track record of successful implementations are at 
your disposal.

Top–tier multicloud specialists

No matter the size of a project, every client receives 
individualized attention and a customized cloud solution.

A boutique approach
to every project

A comprehensive knowledge transfer managed by our cloud 
consulting services specialists ensures your team can work 
independently and develop your project unassisted after our 
work has finished.

Knowledge transfers done right

Harness the power of cloud technologies to solve
business challenges with our help. We’ll improve, optimize,
and implement innovative cloud solutions to support your 
company's growth.

Elevate your business



Contact us

e: natalia.muzanowska@chmurowisko.pl
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Client Success Manager
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